Entangled states are a key resource in fundamental quantum physics, quantum cryptography, and quantum computation [1]. To date, controlled unitary interactions applied to a quantum system, so-called "quantum gates", have been the most widely used method to deterministically create entanglement [2]. These processes require high-fidelity state preparation as well as minimizing the decoherence that inevitably arises from coupling between the system and the environment and imperfect control of the system parameters. Here, on the contrary, we combine unitary processes with engineered dissipation to deterministically produce and stabilize an approximate Bell state of two trapped-ion qubits independent of their initial state. While previous works along this line involved the application of sequences of multiple time-dependent gates [3] or generated entanglement of atomic ensembles dissipatively but relied on a measurement record for steady-state entanglement [4], we implement the process in a continuous time-independent fashion, analogous to optical pumping of atomic states. By continuously driving the system towards steady-state, the entanglement is stabilized even in the presence of experimental noise and decoherence. Our demonstration of an entangled steady state of two qubits represents a step towards dissipative state engineering, dissipative quantum computation, and dissipative phase transitions [5][6][7]. Following this approach, engineered coupling to the environment may be applied to a broad range of experimental systems to achieve desired quantum dynamics or steady states. Indeed, concurrently with this work, an entangled steady state of two superconducting qubits was demonstrated using dissipation [8].
Entangled states are a key resource in fundamental quantum physics, quantum cryptography, and quantum computation [1] . To date, controlled unitary interactions applied to a quantum system, so-called "quantum gates", have been the most widely used method to deterministically create entanglement [2] . These processes require high-fidelity state preparation as well as minimizing the decoherence that inevitably arises from coupling between the system and the environment and imperfect control of the system parameters. Here, on the contrary, we combine unitary processes with engineered dissipation to deterministically produce and stabilize an approximate Bell state of two trapped-ion qubits independent of their initial state. While previous works along this line involved the application of sequences of multiple time-dependent gates [3] or generated entanglement of atomic ensembles dissipatively but relied on a measurement record for steady-state entanglement [4], we implement the process in a continuous time-independent fashion, analogous to optical pumping of atomic states. By continuously driving the system towards steady-state, the entanglement is stabilized even in the presence of experimental noise and decoherence. Our demonstration of an entangled steady state of two qubits represents a step towards dissipative state engineering, dissipative quantum computation, and dissipative phase transitions [5] [6] [7] . Following this approach, engineered coupling to the environment may be applied to a broad range of experimental systems to achieve desired quantum dynamics or steady states. Indeed, concurrently with this work, an entangled steady state of two superconducting qubits was demonstrated using dissipation [8] .
Trapped ions are one of the leading experimental platforms for quantum information processing. Here, advanced protocols using unitary quantum gates have been demonstrated, see for example Refs. [9, 10] . However, decoherence and dissipation from coupling to the environment remains a challenge. One approach to overcome this relies on active feedback [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Such feedback techniques may be extended to quantum error correction, which can stabilize entangled states or realize fault-tolerant quantum computations. This will, however, require high-fidelity quantum gates and large qubit overheads that are beyond the reach of current experiments [2] . Recently, a complementary approach has been proposed to create entangled states or perform quantum computing by engineering the continuous interaction of the system with its environment [5] [6] [7] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
In our experiment, we take a step towards harnessing dissipation for quantum information processing by producing an entangled state that is inherently stabilized against decoherence by the applied interactions in a setting fully compatible with quantum computation. With this technique, we realize maximally entangled steady states with a fidelity of F = 0.75(3) by simultaneously applying a combination of time-independent fields. We also demonstrate that a stepwise application of these fields can speed up the dynamics of the scheme and achieve a fidelity of F = 0.89(2) after approximately 30 repetitions. In both cases, the errors can be attributed to known experimental imperfections.
Our scheme utilizes an ion chain with two qubit ions and at least one "coolant" ion for sympathetic cooling [27] of the qubit ions' motion. We consider a normal motional mode of this ion chain having frequency ν and mean motional quantan. We cool the motional mode ton ≈ 0 by laser cooling the coolant ion (or ions) and thus effectively couple the vibration to a zero-temperature bath with the phonon-loss rate denoted by κ. As depicted in Fig. 1 , we consider four energy levels of each qubit ion ( 9 Be + ), where | ↑ and | ↓ are the qubit "spin" states, |a is an auxiliary state, and |e is a fast-decaying excited electronic state. A sideband excitation, with Hamiltonian 
For an intuitive understanding of the scheme, we first consider only the sideband excitation and the sympathetic cooling (blue lines in Fig. 1 a) , which, when applied together, have two dark states that are not affected by the interactions | ↑↑ |0 and |S |0 . The remaining basis states of the qubits, | ↓↓ and |T ≡ 1 √ 2 (| ↑↓ + | ↓↑ ), are driven by H s and eventually pumped to | ↑↑ |0
by the combination of the sideband drive and the sympathetic cooling ( Fig. 1 b) . Thus, the transition from |S |0 to |S a |0 is shifted out of resonance with the carrier drive and therefore suppressed for Ω c Ω s . On the other hand, the transitions from the | ↑↑ |0 state to the |↑ a |0 and |a ↑ |0 states are not energy shifted and remain resonant. The repumper incoherently transfers the state |a back to the | ↑ and | ↓ qubit manifold. Thus, the combination of H c and the repumper create a process to pump | ↑↑ to |S as well as a depumping process from |S to | ↓↓ , |T , and | ↑↑ , although the latter is significantly slower (Fig. 1 b) . In the limit where the rate to pump other states into |S is much greater than the depumping rate from |S , the steady state will approach |S . The ratio of these rates can be made arbitrarily high by reducing the values of γ, κ
and Ω c compared to Ω s and in steady state the fidelity of the maximally entangled state |S can approach unity (see supplementary material).
For our experimental implementation we confine a 9 Be + -24 Mg + -24 Mg + -9 Be + four-ion chain in a linear radio-frequency Paul trap described in [10, 29] . The two 9 Be + ions serve as qubit ions while the two 24 Mg + ions are used for sympathetic cooling. The ion chain lies along the axis of the trap, the axis of weakest confinement, and has an extent of approximately 11 µm. We label the four-ion axial modes {1, 2, 3, 4}, which have mode frequencies ν 1−4 {2.0, 4.1, 5.5, 5.8} MHz,
respectively. An internal-state quantization magnetic field B 11.964 mT is applied along a direction 45
• to the trap axis, which breaks the degeneracy of the magnetic sub-levels of 9 Be + and 24 Mg + . As depicted in Fig. 1 a) , we utilize the 9 Be 
2.
We model the experiment (solid lines in Fig. 2 ) taking into account: (1) the additional spontaneous emission due to the off-resonant 9 Be + sideband laser beams, (2) the position fluctuations of those beams at the ions' location, which leads to unequal sideband Rabi rates on the two 9 Be + ions, (3) off-resonant coupling of the sideband excitation to other motional modes, and (4) heating processes (see Methods). The model is in close agreement with the data and suggests that the dominant errors come from the spontaneous emission induced by the sideband laser beams and unequal sideband Rabi rates. In the supplementary material, we explain these errors and discuss how they can be reduced.
We also implement the scheme in a stepwise manner. In this case we can take advantage of coherences to speed up the entanglement creation process and thereby reduce the effect of the spontaneous emission induced by the 9 Be + sideband laser beams. Specifically, we apply a sequence of steps with each step consisting of a coherent pulse with H coh = H s +H c followed by the dissipative processes of repumping and sympathetic cooling, applied sequentially (the order does not matter). In the steady-state entanglement procedure outlined above we required Ω c , γ, κ Ω s to suppress transitions from |S to |S a . However, when H coh is applied without any dissipation, ions initially in the |S state will oscillate between |S and a superposition of |S and |S a , which is dressed by H s , with a period of 2π/ Ω 2 s + Ω 2 c , assuming the ions are in the motional ground state. Thus, by applying H coh for a full oscillation period the interaction will be an identity operation for the |S state while all other states will be partially transferred to the auxiliary level |a , which can then be repumped to create |S . However, if n = 0 some population will be transferred out of the |S state since the oscillation period is dependent on n. By taking advantage of the coherent evolution, we relax the requirement Ω c , γ, κ Ω s and the entanglement preparation time scale can be shortened, which reduces the error due to spontaneous emission induced by the sideband laser beams. During the coherent process the entangled state |S is no longer strictly a steady state; however, if the ratio Ω c /Ω s is small, the evolution of the state away from |S will be correspondingly small and |S remains an approximate steady state.
The results of the stepwise experiment are shown in Fig. 3 . We obtain the singlet state with fidelity 0.89(2). We use the same model as for the continuous case to predict the outcome of the stepwise scheme, and find good agreement with the data (solid lines in Fig. 3 ) with the largest sources of error coming from heating processes, unequal sideband Rabi rates, spontaneous emission caused by the 9 Be + sideband lasers, and off-resonant coupling of the sideband to mode 4.
In conclusion, we have presented deterministic steady state pumping into a maximally entangled state with fidelities that are limited by known experimental imperfections. This result can be extended to other systems where two-qubit quantum logic gates may not be feasible due to strong dissipation [22] , and represents a step towards harnessing dissipation for quantum information processing. [8] Shankar, S. et al. Stabilizing entanglement autonomously between two superconducting qubits. In
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Since each ion may be found in any of the three ground states |↑ , |↓ , |a (Fig. 1) to a Poisson distribution to obtain the probabilities to measure both ions, one ion, and zero ions in the | ↓ state denoted by P 2 , P 1 , and P 0 , respectively. Specifically, these probabilities are related to the density matrix as follows: P 2 = ρ ↓↓,↓↓ , P 1 = ρ ↓↑,↓↑ + ρ ↑↓,↑↓ + ρ a↓,a↓ + ρ ↓a,↓a , and P 0 = ρ ↑↑,↑↑ + ρ a↑,a↑ + ρ ↑a,↑a + ρ aa,aa . We repeat the entanglement preparation scheme and perform a microwave π pulse on the | ↓ ↔ | ↑ followed by the same detection procedure to obtain: P 2,π = ρ ↑↑,↑↑ , P 1,π = ρ ↑↓,↑↓ + ρ ↓↑,↓↑ + ρ a↑,a↑ + ρ ↑a,↑a , and P 0,π = ρ ↓↓,↓↓ + ρ a↓,a↓ + ρ ↓a,↓a + ρ aa,aa .
Thus, assuming the population of the |aa state is negligible (see below), we have ρ ↑↓,↑↓ + ρ ↓↑,↓↑ = P 1 − (P 0,π − P 2 ). To obtain the off-diagonal elements we perform the same experiment but with a microwave π/2 pulse on the | ↓ ↔ | ↑ transition prior to the detection to obtain P 2, . The phase of the microwave is randomized in each experiment. It can be shown that
(P 2,π −P 0,π ), which gives the last piece of information needed to obtain the populations of the |S and |T states.
Due to spontaneous Raman scattering caused by the sideband laser beams it is possible that the 9 Be + ions can be transferred to a hyperfine state outside the | ↑ , | ↓ , |a manifold. However, this detection procedure does not distinguish these states from the |a state. Our model predicts that the probability to find at least one ion outside the three-state manifold is at most 5% for the data in Fig. 2 and 3% for the data in Fig. 3 . In future experiments, this population could be brought back to the three-state manifold with additional repump beams.
To calculate the singlet fidelity above, we assumed that the probability to find both atoms outside the | ↑ , | ↓ qubit manifold was negligible. For the data in figures 2 and 3 we measured the probability to find at least one ion outside the qubit manifold state, given by P 0 +P 0,π −(P 2 +P 2,π ), to be 7(5)% and 2(2)% respectively for the steady state. We expect the probability to find both ions outside the qubit manifold to be on order of the square of the probability to find one ion outside the qubit manifold, which is therefore small. Furthermore, our theoretical model predicts the probability of finding both ions outside the qubit manifold to be at most 1% for the continuous implementation and 0.05% for the stepwise implementation.
B. Experimental parameters
For the continuous implementation of the scheme shown in Fig. 2 , the sideband Rabi rate was |n . The continuous sympathetic cooling off-resonantly cooled the other axial modes 1, 2, and 4 with 1/e times of approximately 1300 µs, 294 µs, and 181 µs to thermal states with average Fock state occupation numbers of approximately 2.9, 0.95, and 0.12, respectively. The Rabi rate for the 24 Mg + sideband transition on mode three was ≈ 2π × 11.9 kHz and the repumper rate was ≈ 2π × 625 kHz (corresponding to a 1/e repump time of 1.6 µs). The repumper rate was made significantly stronger than the sideband rate to eliminate any coherent dynamics between the 24 Mg + spins and ion-crystal motion.
We implemented the stepwise scheme in the following way: in each step we first sympatheti- we applied the repumper. The populations of the qubit state were measured at the end of each step and plotted in Fig. 3 . The 9 Be + sideband Rabi rate was Ω s = 2π × 8.4(1) kHz and the microwave Rabi rate was Ω c = 2π × 1.24(6) kHz. The repumper had a 1/e time of approximately 3 µs and was turned on for 6 µs in each step. In each step, two sympathetic cooling cycles were applied to mode 1, which has the largest heating rate, and one pulse was applied to each of the remaining modes, with mode 3 being the last. A sympathetic cooling cycle consists of a single motion subtracting sideband pulse applied to the 24 Mg + ions followed by a repump pulse. The duration to apply all the cooling pulses was approximately 100 µs in each step.
In both cases the ion spacing was set by adjusting the strength of the harmonic confinement,
313×10 −9 m −1 is the wavevector difference of the 9 Be + Raman sideband lasers, z is the distance between the 9 Be + ions, and m is an integer, such that the phase of the sideband excitation was equal on both ions. For our confinement strength, z 11 µm such that the value of m was near 300. For modes where the qubit ions move in phase, the integer value of m ensures H s is as defined in the main text. However, in the general case 
where r describes the Rabi-rate imbalance of the sideband on the two ions. The Lindblad operator describing sympathetic cooling is given by L κ = √ κb, and the repumper is given by L γ j,a , where j is either the | ↑ or | ↓ state and L γ j,a = √ γ j,a |j a|. Heating processes that limit the sympathetic cooling are modeled with a Lindblad operator L κ h = √ κ h b † , where κ h is determined experimentally by measuringn for mode three after sympathetic cooling (no other interactions are turned on).
The heating rate is given by κ h = κn 1+n
. For the continuous cooling used for the data in Fig. 2 we foundn = 0.11(1) and for the stepwise case of Fig. 3 we foundn = 0.08(1). We take into account spontaneous emission that incoherently changes population from the state i to the state j (i = j) Fig. 3 . In both cases, the initial state of the 9 Be + ions was taken to be | ↓↓ |n = 0 . The particular initial state chosen affects the dynamics only at short times and does not affect the steady state. All numerical models were implemented by use of the quantum optics toolbox [34] .
II. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The entanglement creation scheme presented here can in principle produce maximally entangled states with arbitrarily low error. Because of experimental limitations, the observed fidelities for the steady states created were, however, 0.75(3) for the continuous implementation of the scheme and 0.89(2) for the stepwise implementation. Here we examine the sources of error for the experiments and discuss the prospects for reducing these errors to achieve high-fidelity entangled states without the use of quantum gates. To this end, we utilize both a simplified rate model to approximate the dynamics of the system and a direct numerical integration of the master equation
(described in the Methods Section). 
A. Rate Model
In our simplified rate model, we restrict the dynamics of the master equation to the ground states |↑↑ , |↓↓ , |T and |S , due to the fast repumping of the auxiliary level. We achieve this using an effective operator formalism [28] to eliminate the decaying states. Thereby we obtain effective decay processes such as the preparation rate of the singlet and loss processes from the singlet. Our model involves a rate γ + for the preparation of the singlet from |↑↑ . The same process also induces a decay at the same rate γ + from |↑↑ to |T since the repumper incoherently pumps each ion independently. Furthermore, the reshuffling process that transfers |↓↓ to |T , and |T to |↑↑ is described by a rate κ res . The losses from the singlet are modeled by three loss rates
, which can account for various loss processes present in the experiment. These interactions are illustrated in Fig. 4 . As no coherences between the ground states are established by these processes, the dynamics of the coherences can be dropped from the master equation. The time evolution of the ground states is then described by rate equations of their populations. With the rates introduced above these equations reaḋ
(1)
The effect of other decay processes acting on the triplet states (suppressed by Ω 2 c /Ω 2 s ) is negligible compared with the fast reshuffling of these states and is thus not considered. SettingṖ i = 0 for all states i the steady state can then be read off from the system of coupled equations. The fidelity of the steady state with the maximally entangled singlet is given by
with
The error of the protocol, i.e., the infidelity of the steady state with the singlet state, E 1 − F , is thus determined by the ratios of the depumping rates out of the singlet and the pumping rates of other states into the singlet, which result in a steady-state population of the three triplet states.
Therefore, processes that affect either of these rates can cause error. Eq. (6) contains two types or errors: The first term accounts for the ratio between preparation of and loss from the singlet state and equals the error for the case of perfect reshuffling (κ res → ∞) of the triplet states. The second term reflects the need to reshuffle population lost from the singlet state to |↓↓ and |T to |↑↑ in order to transfer it to the singlet again. In the following, we use this model as a framework to include the rates of the desired, engineered decay processes, as well as the experimental sources of loss. We thereby obtain a simple quantitative model for the dynamics observed in the experiment.
B. Entanglement Preparation
We start out with the entanglement preparation process: The rate for pumping other states to the singlet state is dependent on the process that takes |↑↑ |n = 0 to |S |0 , which is achieved by weak excitation from |↑↑ to |T a = 
where Ω c denotes the microwave carrier Rabi rate, the repumper rates are γ ↓a (for repumping from |a to |↓ ) and γ ↑a (for repumping from |a to |↑ ). Here, all decay rates are written as γ ij , leading to a state i from a state j. The line width of level |a is given by γ = γ ↓a + γ ↑a + γ aa . The same process transfers population from |↑↑ to |T at the same rate γ + .
Once the drive Ω c from |↑↑ to |T a approaches the line width of |T a (γ) the excitation is no longer overdamped and the dynamics become more coherent and the above expression becomes inaccurate. The accuracy can be restored by including power broadening and the steady population of the excited level. This results in an adjusted preparation rate
In the simulated curves below we plot the sum of the populations of the coupled states |↑↑ and |T a since these are mixed by the relatively strong drive Ω c .
The preparation process from |↑↑ to |S requires the ions to be in the motional ground state. This is because the transitions from the |↑↑ state to states containing |a are shifted out of resonance with the carrier drive by the sideband coupling for |n = 0 . Thus, imperfect cooling slows the preparation rate for |S , which lowers the fidelity. For a nonzero population of the higher motional states, the preparation rate thus has to be multiplied by the probability to be in the motional ground state, P 0 = 1 1+n
. We thus obtain the preparation rate
for weak driving, or
including the strong driving effects from above. In the continuous experiment the motional mode is cooled to aboutn = 0.1, which leads to a decrease in the preparation rate and an error for the singlet state of approximately 0.02 according to both the numerical simulation and the rate model.
In order to transfer population from all states to |S |0 via |↑↑ |0 , the population from |↓↓ |0
is reshuffled to |T |0 by excitation to |T |1 through the sideband coupling and subsequent decay to |T |0 at a rate κ. Similarly, the population of |T |0 is transferred to |↑↑ |0 through |↑↑ |1 .
Given that Ω s κ, the population oscillates back and forth several times between the coupled states before a decay happens. We can therefore assume the population spends half of the time in the phonon-excited state (and the other half in the respective ground state). The decay rate of the reshuffling process can then be approximated as [28]
regardless of the actual value of the sideband coupling Ω s .
C. Inherent Depumping
We now turn to the loss processes: The only depumping rate inherent to the scheme is due to the off resonant coupling of the |S state to the state |S a = 1 √ 2 (|a ↓ − |↓ a ) and the decay from there into various states. This process is inhibited by the energy splitting Ω s induced by the strong sideband driving such that the inherent depumping rate from the singlet amounts to [28]
where a fraction γ ↓a /(γ ↑a + γ ↓a ) decays to |↓↓ , a fraction 1 2 γ ↑a /(γ ↑a + γ ↓a ) decays to |T and the same amount returns to |S . We use the rate equation model to quantify this source of error. For the parameters of the experiment we find that for the continuous operation an error of about 0.11
originates from the inherent loss processes. These loss processes are not present in the stepwise scheme since (1) the repumper is applied separately from the coherent drives and (2) we adjust the duration of the coherent pulse such that all population has returned to the singlet state at its end.
The inherent loss rate γ − inh derived above can be decreased by increasing the sideband coupling Ω s , and there is thus no fundamental limitation to the achievable fidelity of the scheme, which can ideally approach unity. In practice, there is always a limitation to the available sideband coupling strength and the parameters of the experiments thus have to be optimized given the available sideband coupling strength. The inherent loss rate (12) can also be decreased by decreasing the drive Ω c . In the experiment we are, however, limited by the γ − /γ + term in Eq. (6), and since the desirable process γ + also decreases with decreasing Ω c , this will only increase the necessary waiting time to reach the steady state and will not improve the fidelity. Furthermore a small Ω c will also increase the effect of other experimental imperfections that cause depumping from the entangled state due to the lower preparation rate of the state. In the experiment we therefore set Ω c ≈ γ/4, which is the point where the desirable rate γ + begins to become limited by the saturation effect included in Eq. (8). The remaining parameters γ and κ of our experiment are then determined by the tradeoff between the reduction of γ − inh (favoring low γ and κ) and minimization of other loss processes (favoring fast preparation through large γ and κ).
The remaining sources of error are not inherent to the scheme but arise from the particular setup used for the implementation. These are (1) 
from |S to |T (as well as from |S to |S ) at a rate
and from |S to |↓↓ at a rate
The effect of the dephasing from Rayleigh scattering |↑ ↔ |↑ and |↓ ↔ |↓ is negligible [32, 33] . The spontaneous emission rates can be calculated with the Kramers-Heisenberg formula [32, 33] and are proportional to the Rabi rate of the Raman sideband coupling. However, the ratio of the spontaneous emission rates to the Rabi rate can be reduced by increasing the Raman detuning from the excited state. The Raman detuning used here was 270 GHz below the 2s 2 S 1/2 to 2p 2 P 1/2 transition and the spontaneous emission rates are on the order of 10 −4 × Ω s .
In addition, spontaneous emission causes loss from the state |↑ = |1, 1 to the |2, 0 and |1, 0 states, which are not repumped. As also addressed in Methods section A), this error can result in a decrease in fidelity. The additional losses to these states can be modeled by addinġ
where Γ ↑ denotes the spontaneous emission rate from |↑ to states other than |↑ , |↓ and |a , and the dots represent the terms in Eqs. (1)- (4). From the simulations we find the population of states containing at least one ion in either the |2, 0 or |1, 0 states is approximately 0.05 for the continuous case (averaging between 6 and 12 ms) and 0.03 for the stepwise case (averaging from 35 to 59 steps). These populations will continue to increase for increasing duration of the applied fields. According to our simulation, the singlet state fidelity for the continuous case would drop to 50% at approximately 84 ms. In the future, this loss could be avoided by repumping the |1, 0 and |2, 0 states back to the qubit states.
We have performed a numerical simulation with identical parameters to the experiment but Another potential future option would be to create the sideband coupling with microwaves, which would eliminate all spontaneous emission errors from the sideband excitation [35, 36] .
E. Experimental Apparatus Noise
Due to fluctuations in the intensity of the laser beams and microwave fields (typically on the order of a percent), the values of Ω s , Ω c , γ, and κ will vary. However, for the continuous implementation of the scheme, insensitivity to fluctuations in the parameters is inherent to the method since the pumping effect relies only on that ratios between certain parameters be small, a major asset of dissipative state preparation. For the stepwise implementation of the scheme, however, there is a greater dependence of the fidelity on the sideband Rabi rate that arises from the coherent portion of each step. Nevertheless, in the limit Ω c Ω s , the decrease in fidelity due to Rabi rate fluctuations can still be small. In our experiment we estimate . Taking into account the fraction of phonon-excited population P >0 =n n+1 ≈n, we find an effective decay from |S r to |↑↑ at a rate
In the ideal case, with no heating processes, the steady state will be |S r ≈ |S and this depumping process can be avoided. However, as discussed below, the ions are cooled only to a steady state withn ≈ 0.1, and this depumping process causes errors in both the continuous and stepwise experiments. We perform a numerical simulation with identical parameters to the experiment but set r = 0 (while still including all other sources of error) and find the fidelity increases by 0.02
for the continuous (obtained from both the simulation and the rate equation model) and 0.01 for the stepwise implementation of the scheme. This source of error could be reduced or eliminated in several ways. For example, stabilizing the alignment of the beams will reduce fluctuations. A better approach would be to align the Raman beams to counter-propagate along the ion crystal axis. In this case alignment fluctuations would cause only fluctuations in Ω s but not r. Potentially another approach would be to create the sideband coupling using near-field microwaves (which would also eliminate the spontaneous emission errors) [35, 36] .
The singlet state is insensitive to fluctuations in the magnetic field; however, gradients of the magnetic field lead to each qubit ion experiencing a different magnetic field, which breaks the degeneracy of the |↑↓ and |↓↑ states and therefore couples the singlet and triplet states. In our experiment we measured the singlet-to-triplet exchange period to be greater than 10 ms, which causes a negligible error in the scheme since the sideband coupling breaks the degeneracy of the singlet and triplet states. Fluctuations in the magnetic field also cause frequency offsets for the sideband and carrier drives by shifting the Zeeman splittings of the 9 Be + energy levels. The typical frequency offset for the sideband drive is small compared to Ω s and therefore negligible.
The typical frequency offset for the carrier drive compared to Ω s is more significant and leads to a decrease in the preparation since the |↑ to |a transition will not be resonant. However, for our estimated magnetic-field fluctuations of approximately 10 −7 T, we find an error for the singlet state of less than one percent for both the continuous and stepwise implementations using the numerical simulations.
F. Heating Processes
Heating processes compete with the sympathetic cooling and lead to a steady state with a thermal distribution. The largest heating process is caused by spontaneous emission from the 24 Mg + ions during the application of the 24 Mg + sideband Raman beams and repump light. Other smaller sources of heating are photon recoil due to spontaneous emission from the repumper and electricfield noise at the ions' positions (including the so-called anomalous heating [37]). These heating processes limit the lowest achievablen with sympathetic cooling for mode three to approximately 0.1 for both the continuous and stepwise cases. One error caused by these heating processes is the decrease in the singlet preparation rate as can be seen from Eq. 10, which leads to an error of 0.02
for the continuous case. However, if the only source of depumping from the singlet state is the inherent depumping (Eq. 12), the fidelity for the continuous case can still be made to approach unity in the presence of heating by further increasing the sideband Rabi rate relative to other rates and leaving the interactions on for a longer duration. Another source of error associated with the heating is due to the depumping process that results from unequal sideband Rabi rates on the 9 Be + ions when the ions are not in the motional ground state, which leads to an error of 0.02 for the continuous case as discussed in the previous section.
For the stepwise implementation, there is an additional error associated with the heating that is due to the n dependence of Ω eff , discussed in the main text, that leads to depumping from the |S state for n = 0. If we eliminate the heating processes in the numerical simulation of the stepwise implementation such that the ions are cooled to motional ground state the fidelity increases by approximately 0.04. This error combines the effects of the decrease in preparation rate, the depumping due to sideband Rabi rate imbalance, and the additional depumping effect due to the n dependence of Ω eff . 
G. Off-Resonant Coupling
Another potential source of error is off-resonant coupling of the 9 Be + sideband beams to the qubit carrier transition or other motional mode sideband transitions. For our experimental parameters, the only significant coupling is that of the laser sideband to mode 4, which is detuned by approximately ∆ν ≈ 2π × 250 kHz from the sideband laser drive. The Hamiltonian term for this coupling is H 4 = Ω s 
The error due to this off-resonant coupling is estimated from the simulations to be 0.008 for the continuous (0.007 when using Eq. (5)) and 0.023 for the stepwise experiments. The strength of the off-resonant coupling could be reduced by using a better isolated motional mode frequency.
H. Summary and Results
In summary, we have derived the preparation rate γ + given in Eq. (10), the reshuffling rate κ res in Eq. (11) 
Using these rates we can model the experimental results by solving the coupled rate equations given by Eqs. (1)- (4). In Fig. 5 we plot the evolution of the ground states that are obtained using the experimental parameters to calculate the rates derived in this section. In total, we find for the continuous implementation an error of about 0.23 from the rate equation model, i.e., either from the steady-state fidelity in Eq. (5) Reaching higher-fidelity maximally entangled states with this scheme should be possible if spontaneous emission rates and imbalances of the sideband coupling on the qubits can be reduced.
As an example, if the Raman detuning is increased to 1.5 THz, which reduces the spontaneous emission error by approximately a factor of 23 compared to the experiments presented here, and the sideband coupling imbalance is eliminated, the maximum achievable fidelity would be approximately 0.97 using the continuous implementation. Here we have kept the same heating rate but assumed that errors due to off-resonant coupling have also been eliminated. To achieve the same sideband Rabi rate at this detuning, the laser intensity would need to be increased by a factor of 20.
Implementing the sideband coupling with microwaves would eliminate both spontaneous emission and unequal sideband Rabi rates and may therefore be a possible future approach to achieve highfidelity entangled states with this dissipative scheme if other issues with this approach, such as high anomalous background heating, can be addressed [38] .
